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Celebratory First Issue!

What's New!

EDITOR'S NOTE

Dear readers, what you are about to
read is the first issue of our very own
student-run University Newsletter!
Our objective is to share creative
works, hot topics, personal views
and upcoming University events,
with the aim of fostering greater
connections among us! All of you
are eligible to join us on this
endeavour by submitting a piece of
your own work to represent a club
or independently. Stay tuned for
more
news
from
the
Titan
Chronicles at the end of each
month!
Thank
you
to
everyone
who
contributed to this first issue, we
look forward to working with more
of you in the future. Enjoy!
From Abby Renieris, Anna Rombotis,
Helene Plemmenos &
Lisa Mardedaj, TTC Editors

MARKETING CLUB

The Alchimia Vegan Shoes visit
the Marketing Club & designer
Nicole Dalatsi speaks on her
eco-friendly business success,
the rewarding challenges &
sustainable fashion!
ART CLUB

The first Digital Illustrations
Workshop launches &
promises a creative
Christmas!
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB

Graduate students Hannah Rivera
& Amy Pedicino deliver the first
Experiential Art Event, discussing
stress and creative coping!
Speakers introduce creative
new feature in the
Counseling Centre!

December
1st

December
4th

December
11th

Psychology Club
AIDS Event with
Positive Voice

Ice Breaker
Christmas Event

Marketing Club
Business Champion
Battle! KitKat VS MnM's
Christmas Edition!

December
16th
Art Club Event:
A Historical Journey
To Christmas Art
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TOASTMASTERS
CELEBRATE 15 YEARS!
By Teodora Ursu, Toastmasters President

GREEN COLA BREAKS
THE U.S CHARTS!
By Alexandros Kourtis, Marketing Club Member

Green Cola has made a successful
and dynamic entry into the US
market, and can now be found in
Whole Foods and even in Amazon!
But, how did a small Greek soda
company from Orestiada manage to
find
itself
amidst
the
most
competitive consumer market in
the 21st century?
Green Cola was created in 2011,
during the height of the Greek debt
crisis by Periklis Venieris. Later on, in
2012, it experimented and created a
cola product that is unlike any other
in the category. In the same year,
the company invested in additional
technological equipment in order to
meet the growing production needs
of its products. Three new flavours
soon join the market - Orange,
Lemonade, Sour Cherry, without any
added sugar, but natural sweeteners
from the stevia plant and minimal
caloric burden.

HAU Toastmasters celebrated their
15th birthday last week! The Public
Speaking Club was chartered in
2005 and this year is celebrating the
crystal anniversary. It might seem
like the quarantine can be an
obstacle to celebrate, but that was
not the case! The members of the
club organised a wonderful online
event, via the Zoom platform! There
was no cake this time, but there
were many fun activities. Besides
the traditional prepared speeches
and impromptu ones, members got
to share memories and pictures
from their childhood, played an
indoor scavenger hunt and toasted
for the club! Happy birthday!

Responding fully
to the need
of a balanced
diet!
GFN, 2019
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READ BRIAN'S STORY
Brian Mathews is a first year student from America, this is
his story at COVID-19 HAU in 2020

My first semester here at HAU was
something I was very excited for,
since, as a United States resident,
having the opportunity to study in
Greece was amazing! However, with
everything being virtual, I had to
stay home. I found the university
through close friends of mine, they
helped me to get comfortable with
everything. It has been easy to get
to know others because of all the
quarantine
virtual
activities
available. The faculty and other
students have been very friendly
and helpful with any questions I
have had regarding Blackboard and
figuring out the time difference.
Abby, my friend and Student
Council President, along with her
brother Max, my buddy mentor,
have been instrumental in helping
me assimilate into the school as we
are some of the few that are
residing in America. Having their
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In 2014, Green Cola "quenches" the
interest of consusumers in Greece
but at the same time begins its
journey outside of its borders. It
becomes part of Endeavor's global
list of companies that stand out for
their innovation and high growth
rate. In 2015, it started selling to 22
foreign countries, including Hong
Kong and Saudi Arabia while
launching Pure Cola in Greece, an
innovative combination of authentic
taste and green tea extract. From
2015 till now, it has greatly
increased its sales and has officially
established
itself
in
the
consumermarket
as
alternative
healthier option for a soft drink,
even when faced with the recent
health crisis. All the while, it has
been the receiver of awards for
"National Champion", "European
Business Awards2016/17", "Corporate
Superbrands Greece 2019" and
"Product of the year 2019". So what
do we learn from all this? As Greeks
say for thousands of years " Ο
ΤΟΛΜΩΝ ΝΙΚΑ " ("he who dares,
wins").

thelp has made my experience with
the school positive and enjoyable. I
hope to be able to attend the Spring
2021 semester and actually get to
meet everyone in person!
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THE GREEK BLUE
MONKEYS OF THERA
By Helene Plemmenos, Art Club President

The frescoes of the 3,600 year-old
mythical
island
of
Thera
(or
Santorini) have always posed a
mystery to archeologists. Ancient
Greeks of Apollo-worshipped Thera
left behind them more than seabathed
temples
and
Cycladic
settlements in volcanic edges, and
one of those remains are the
peculiar blue monkeys. The wall
painting
was
preserved
from
volcanic ashes and was unearthed
in the 1960s near the ancient town
of Akrotiri, and the short answer of
what they reveal about the Greeks
is: we don't know.
At first, arceologists believed the monkeys were simple depictions of animals
encountered by Greeks through Egypt, confirming once again the trade links between
the two mythical civilisations. But the mural is unique to the island of Thera and akin
paintings are yet to be discovered in the rest of the Greek world. The species is difficult
to identify, as the painting itself is prolifically imaginative, as if birthed from ancient
legend. Remains of life on the island have been vastly destroyed by volcano eruptions,
making it impossible to know if the peculiar monkeys ever existed in the island. The
puzzle remains, attracting the interest of archeologists and historians all around the
world, and makes us wonder, did the mythical blue monkeys of Thera ever exist, at
least for the sacred followers of Apollo?

MANGA REVIEW

By Lisa Mardedaj, Creative Readers Club President

For this month, the Creative
Readers’ Book Club settled on a
manga by Yoru Sumino, called “I
Want to Eat Your Pancreas.” Not
sure whether it was the title or the
story behind it that sold us, but it
was
an
exceptional
choice,
nonetheless. The manga narrates
the story of two people who met by
accident and, despite their different
personalities and interests, ended
up loving each

other by choice. It was not only fun to
read but it also gave out some
incredibly meaningful messages! Some
of them are depicted in the pictures
below; the girl is dying due to her
pancreas’ malfunction, but her spirit is
yet alive and pining to travel, laugh,
and fully experience every small
moment life offers her. The moral of
this quirky yet profound story is that
sometimes life gets hectic and we tend
to forget how lucky we are to
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have our organs, to be healthy, to
breathe, to walk, to see the sun, and
feel the bliss of each rising day. All
too often, people who may be facing
harder times than us are able to see
the whole picture, while we are
stuck into a vicious cycle of
complaints and regrets. Let’s make
all our days fun, even if that means
going for a walk on our own,
celebrating a dear one, or sharing a
laugh with a stranger. Those triviallooking
moments
will
always
remind us that we are alive, and
perhaps that life is not meant to be
rushed but to be relished. Whether
you choose to embrace these
fleeting opportunities or not, is it
solely up to you. Just keep in mind
that “A day’s worth is all the same.”

POEM BY G. FASILI
By Natasha S.V, Theater Club President &
Georgia Fasili, Theater Club Member

Georgia Fasili is a new member of the
theater club and writes plays. She has
been gracious enough to share with us
a poem she has written about a
character from one of her plays. The
poem is written from the perspective
of a bereaved woman who struggles to
accept the current changes in her life,
like the loss of her father and her
everyday routine as she knowns it.
She’s directly referring to an outer
dimensional male creature who is the
source of all good and evil in the
protagonist’s life and turns to blame
him for yet again another suffering her
physical self has to endure. This, is her
poem:
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Prosecutors praised me for the imps of my thoughts

Unhinged your temperament of the hoaxes I wrote

Yet my spine still clings to the same old palls

Like the ones my dead pop was buried underneath

Overseas with the rest of my kin

My virtuous regime lies below the dirt of your fingertips

G. Fasili
This beautiful poem portraying the
expressions of this character is just
one of Georgia's pieces. We look
forward
to
reading
more
of
Georgia's work and on behalf of
everyone at the theater club, we are
so proud to have her as a member.

MESSAGES FROM THE
SOCCER TEAM

I am a firm believer that the best
way to build community is through
the power of sports. That being said,
this cannot be accomplished by
individuals - it takes a team. I could
not be more proud of our soccer
team for what they showed on the
field, but more importantly, the
effect they had on our institution.
Each weekly game saw more and
more supporters until a community
event was born. What started as a
crowd of one or two parents and
partners ended up being a fullblown weekend activity. As the
community came together, so did
our team. Having

coached many teams for over a decade, I
can safely say that this one is a family. I love
our team, and I cannot wait to get back on
the field together. We have accomplished
much, but we are striving for greatness!
By Greg, Soccer Coach
Sharing moments and feelings with the
HAU soccer team was the most positive
thing of this year. I felt very lucky, for the
first time out of the classrooms and during
all the practices, matches and meetings, of
being together with Greg and the guys in
such a challenging and exciting activity.
Can't wait for "to be continued"!
By Eduardo, Top Soccer Player
There are many ways to connect people
from different cultures, environments and
countries; but the greatest way that brings
together everyone is certainly football.
HAU's football team is a different kind of
team; diversity, respect, friendship, love and
good work are some of the values that we
experience and share together every single
day. With ups and downs, with COVID-19 or
without, we have built a very beautiful
"circle" that welcomes any individual that
loves what we love, football. Two years
standing strong!
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After the current situation, these
kinds of activities are going to make
us feel like ourselves again, find our
friends and start being passionate
again. We are looking forward to
seeing you all supporting us like you
always did!
By Soccer Club Captains O. Makridimitris,
E. Pitsos & P. Bakaloukas

DON'T MISS
DECEMBER'S EVENTS!

The Psychology Club hosts its
signature AIDS Day Event with
Positive Voice!
Date: December 1st, 18:30
The Toastmasters Club steadily
hosts events every 2nd, 3rd and
4th Wednesday of the month!
Check out their FB page for info!
The IceBreaker Club is holding a
special Christmas event with fun
games & discussions!
Date: December 4th, 13:00

The Marketing Club holds the
first Business Champions Battle,
featuring a legendary KitKat VS
MnM's Christmas brawl! Which
top-selling company has the best
Christmas 2020 campaign? You
decide!
Date: December 11th, 18:00
The Art Club takes you to a
historical tour on Christmas Art!
Date: December 16th, 16:00

"Stay Mindful" comic for
quarantine coping by
Anna Rombotis for
the Psychology Club
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MESSAGE FROM THE
STUDENT COUNCIL

By Abby Renieris, Student Council President

On behalf of this year's Student
Council, it is so exciting to be a part
of
many
incredible
projects!
However, this one is special to me.
Giving students & clubs a platform
to share what they are passionate
about and being able to showcase it
for everyone in the university to see
is so exciting. We have worked hard
to ensure that we, as a council are
actively engaging with students and
finding ways to get people involved
not just academically, but socially albeit virtually. Additionally, next
month's issue will be the debut of
our very own version of the beloved
"Dear Abby"

Thank you to everyone who made the first issue a
reality! I loved reading your entries while editing
and I am looking forward to more! Special thanks
to Alexandros Kourtis, who contributed his
impeccable support & technical help!
Helene Plemmenos,Issue Editor
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advice column, with yours truly. You
will be able to submit your
questions anonymously through the
barcode
below
and
have
an
opportunity to have it answered in
the “Dear Abby” column! I cannot
express how proud I am of this
project and all those involved in
making this a reality!

